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The new fad in multiplayer online battle arena games is action role-playing.
A new style of online game is emerging, one in which players may truly own their items. These
games are known as Non-Fungible Token (NFT) games because each token is unique and can't
be traded for another unit of gaming.
Gamers used to purchase in-game items as though they were their own, unaware that they
belonged to the game producers. In fact, they belonged to the game developers. You will lose all
of your digital assets if the developer discontinues the game before you sell all of your in-game
objects.
Things have gotten a lot better lately. Because smart contracts are used to manage NFT
collectables, game designers no longer have centralized authority over them. So, even if the
game shuts down tomorrow, you can move or sell your crypto cats with ease. Isn't it fantastic?

Our Platform
AUTOMISH is a sub-genre of speculative historical fiction game platforms that
bridges gamers and gaming developers through its blockchain.
The Renaissance is reinterpreted with retro-futuristic technology, which frequently depicts
medieval science and engineering based on clockwork, gears, and Da Vincian machine
concepts. The game's concept is a mix between League of Legends and PlayToEarn. It is
founded on a decentralized exchange. There's no need to be concerned about security or fraud
when using this platform!
It's an action role-playing game set in the Cyberpunk universe. The narrative occurs in Night
City, a cyberpunk open world based on the author's own vision. Disrova, also known as the City
of Disruption, is a dynamic, progressing metropolis whose power and influence are continuously
growing.
Jack is the Principal Intelligencer of Clan Furious, a beautiful and elite agent who ensures that
the Disrova machine functions properly.
$ATI is the Native Coin which is the game's in-game currency, which may be acquired through
gameplay and converted into real money or traded for virtual assets inside the game.The $ATI
token is a Smart Chain on Binance, with a distinct ecosystem of multiple platforms and usage
cases, as well as reflections, revenue shares to holders, providing burn and buybacks.

What do We offer?
AUTOMISH is a play-to-earn action role-playing game where users own parts of the game.
You can play, earn, and own!
We strive to create an innovative game with all of the features that are not yet included or
available on any other similar action role-playing games.

Features of The Game
●

Automatically receive $ATI by just holding it.

Every purchase and sale will provide you with reflection in $ATI. Platform users are able to
earn $ATI by playing games on the AUTOMISH Network, including trading virtual items or
even real money. This is part of our automated rewards system which sends you $ATI for just
being a member!
You will also be able to spend ATI in the game store for further purchasing of virtual items and
much more. The platform has an internal exchange where players can trade their earned ATI
with other cryptocurrencies.
There are two types of user accounts to be created. One is an AUTOMISH account for all
platform users which includes players who have not activated their NFTs. The other type is
the NFT account which consists of active players who hold their own NFT items.
You cannot lose all your digital assets if the developer discontinues this game because they are
stored securely on the blockchain!

●

Auto Reward mode wherein you get rewards in $BUSD, $BNB and many other
cryptos

If you hold or stake $ATI, you will receive $ATI directly to your BEP-20 wallet.
AUTOMISH is a game on the blockchain that uses Auto Reward mode, wherein
players automatically receive $ATI for just holding their NFTs.
The AUTOMISH Platform will exchange $ATI for $BUSD using our internal exchange. There
are no third-party exchanges involved. Players who play well are rewarded through
gameplay, meaning that they have an opportunity to obtain special items. It's also compatible
with an Auto

Reward mode, which gives you money in Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, and a variety of other
cryptocurrencies.
Gamers who don't own any in-game items may earn them by performing tasks like bug reporting
or game balancing. They can later sell Custom-built and limited edition items, those that are
earned through gameplay or those that can't be bought from any marketplace.
●

AUTOMISH aims to become a community project with the goal of being a fully
functioning decentralized autonomous organization (DAO)

The game features a DAO based governance model, where the community will vote for
changes to the game such as rules and gameplay mechanics. The AUTO DAO is the thematic
organization behind this project providing a fully decentralized community voting on
major project milestones.
The AUTO DAO is supported by the AUTOMISH Network, a blockchain-based project
where users can track their assets across different games that are part of the network.
Aside from the liquidity pool being completely locked, we want to offer simple, secure,
and fast profit distribution to investors who include features such as anti-dumping,
anti-bot, and anti-whale protections.

GamePlay Background
The game is set in pre era of the industrial revolution in a place called Disrova.
At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, it is in a time when science and technology are in
their infancy. Most people still work in agrarian jobs, but this lifestyle is slowly disappearing with
the advancement of new machinery invented by scientists who are trying to make lives easier
for themselves and their families.
Recently, a scientist by the name Da Vinci has been working on some weird clockwork machine
that is said to be able to do something extraordinary. The local people who heard about this
device started gathering from all over hoping to see what this clockwork machine can do.
Although not many understand how it works or have ever seen anything like that before most
have an idea that perhaps there's magic involved.
The machine turned out to be a total failure and instead of creating something wonderful, it went
haywire and exploded. This resulted in the town's occupants losing their memories and turning
into mindless drones who were now bent on ruling the world with an iron fist.

Players control Jack as he navigates his way through Disrova, which is now overrun with
clockwork robots that resemble those he once saw at Da Vinci's workshop. He must find his
family while discovering how the failed experiment caused this dreadful turn of events.
In order to save Disrova from harm, Jack must use a variety of weapons and skills at his
disposal to defeat even the most challenging enemies. For every level he survives, he is
rewarded with $ATI coins on the platform. After every battle, the players control Jack level up
until they reach their maximum level.
What makes this new game so unique is that the players are rewarded for simply playing it.
There are no third-party exchanges involved in AUTOMISH, meaning that participation is fair
and equitable among all parties.
It's compatible with an Auto Reward mode, which gives you money in a variety of other
cryptocurrencies.

Key Utility Features
AutoReflection in $ATI
$ATI can be seen as a self-generating process for its holders, allowing them to reflect on
their transactions in a constructive manner. As long as you keep the token, for every
transaction you get $ATI automatically simply by holding it.
What are the benefits of $ATI AutoReflection?
The reflection mechanism for $ATI was created to address market dynamics such as selling
pressure and excessive price fluctuations. Other important significant issues addressed by the
reflection mechanism include

● The fact that the distribution process is automated, that it is based on the number of
tokens each user possesses at the time, and that the earned $ATI is distributed fairly.

● $ATI uses a reflection mechanism to carry out buybacks and burns automatically,
ensuring long-term viability. This has a deflationary impact by lowering supply and raising
the value of $ATI tokens in circulation.
● The reflection mechanism automatically awards bonuses, allowing reflection token
owners to stake and generate other yields with their tokens.
It operates by charging a predetermined sum for each transaction. The proportion is
subsequently split between liquidity pools, marketing and development charges,
and$ATI master node holders.

This is done to increase transparency and keep the various communities informed. For accurate
monitoring and accountability, all wallets that receive a share of this revenue/tax are published
openly on the blockchain.
$ATI employs a reflection technique to execute buybacks and burns automatically,
ensuring the longevity of tokens.
In a self-regulatory organisation, fees are collected for each transaction and another amount is
set aside for distribution among token holders. As a result, the value of $ATI grows over time as
it becomes more self-sustaining and promotes a ‘hold and earn' mentality, which alleviates
selling pressure.

The token redistribution is automated via smart contracts, and all holders need to do is manage
the wallet in which their tokens are held.
The revenue wallet will be open to the public, and the community will be able to vote on
how the revenues earned across the AUTOMISH ecosystem should be used.
The monies raised will be utilised to meet project goals and are totally transparent.
Revenue wallets can be accessed by anyone in the community. This can help the community
members to vote to decide how profits are used.
Profit will be distributed among holders of $ATI by way of an automated share mechanism
according to their holdings using smart contracts.
The AUTOMISH community will vote on the allocation of funds raised via the sale proceeds
after it is completed to establish a consensus about how that revenue should be used.
$ATI will serve as fuel for the AUTOMISH ecosystem, including voting power to influence
liquidity pool management and governance in a decentralised fashion.
The reflection mechanism will be used for distributing revenue gained from every transaction
executed by $ATI.
$ATI automatically distributes profits among holders and also allows them to vote for proposals
on how they should be spent.
Token holders will benefit from receiving a share of revenue generated by the ecosystem.

$ATI uses smart contracts to distribute revenue among holders and give them voting power to
decide how funds should be used, allowing for transparency and trust in the AUTOMISH
governance system.
Token resides at a single address, enabling automatic distribution of earned $ATI tokens
among holders based on their holdings.
A self-regulatory organization is formed to protect the interests of the community and provide a
transparent distribution system. Transaction fees are charged, with a percentage going to
liquidity pools, marketing; development expenses and master node holders of $ATI.
AutoRewards
Rewards in $BUSD, $BNB and many other cryptos can be earned by $ATI holders by holding
$ATI and interacting with the DaPP. Rewards can also come by staking $ATI.
Finally, you'll have to cash out by transferring your rewards to an NFT marketplace or exchange,
such as Binance. It's doubtful that you'll be able to convert straight to fiat, so selling for a
stablecoin first is a smart option.

●

Rewards

We've built a decentralized reward system that will be run on smart contracts based on the
Binance Smart Chain blockchain. We may close or open new staking slots, increase the
tournament's prize pool, and so on by performing tasks for our users' communities.
The $ATI tokens are used as a payment instrument across our platform as well as in many
other applications.

●

Cash Back

The site will have a cash-back system that rewards customers. Tokens are the most significant
reward because they may be exchanged for fiat or other cryptocurrencies.
Individual gamers and token owners are rewarded through the Rewards Network's staking pool
method. The platform will be powered by $ATI. Users who can utilize the platform to run would
get rewarded with tokens.
The precise staking and distribution methods will be revealed as the project approaches
completion (We are working to announce more rewards)

MataVerse - Our own Decentralised Metaverse
The ATAVERSE will utilize unique yield-bearing NFTs developed by AUTOMISH. These
will have a unique character on the blockchain with their own crypto-identity, qualities
and characteristics.
Every NFT will be uniquely named, architecturally designed and meticulously crafted for you to
show off in our virtual world. Once created no one can ever copy or reproduce it again making it
truly rare once released on the open market.
Due to the feature of NFT's yield-bearing, a 1:1 NFT equal to the 1 token you purchase will be
released on mainnet. This is your physical property and can be traded or sold as you wish. It
also bears the unique token id of your ATAVERSE NFT which can be used as a reference for
those looking to find them in Virtual Reality.
The PlayToEarn NFT Metaverse game from 'AUTOMISH' will include cutting-edge
gaming features on the blockchain, as well as future-proof upgradeable NFTs.
Future proof upgradable NFTs have features like:

- Upgradeable properties: e.g. change of appearance, characteristics and behaviour all
depending on what you decide to upgrade your NFT with and how much resources you've put
into it over time. The more resources the NFT has, the more unique it becomes on the
blockchain! [note: specific details still being worked on]
- Upgradable elements: e.g. add new abilities such as flight or invisibility. Properties can also
be upgraded on a per user basis which means that an upgrade is not necessarily one would
have to wait until they reach a certain level in order to access these features at this certain level
- but they could choose to pay a flat fee in return for immediately adding a special trait.

NFT marketplace
The AUTOMISH platform will include its own NFT Marketplace, with a shop selling
items. You'll be able to exchange NFTs and goods in crypto.
At any time, players may be purchased in both free and premium variants. If a player is bought
from the marketplace for a specific price, $ATI coins are removed from the buyer's wallet.

Users may sell NFT items on the game market or any other NFT marketplace. The owner has
complete control over their NFT characters, tools, and types of equipment, as well as $ATI
coins held in an assigned wallet.
On the NFT marketplace, $ATI will provide an additional incentive for users to hold and use the
token to trade NFT at the NFT shop.
At any time, players may be purchased in both free and premium variants. If a player is bought
from the marketplace for a specific price, $ATI coins are removed from the buyer's wallet.
Power or experience points were purchased for a certain price by another player and assigned
to the buyer's wallet if the user has NFTs worth that amount. The person who sold the character
gets all of his or her $ATI coins back. Both fiat and cryptocurrency are used in game
transactions. There is always sufficient token liquidity and circulating supply because all
activities are completed exclusively in $ATI.

Tokenomics
$ATI: Native Game Token
The use of $ATI as the single currency throughout the ecosystem will lead to an
increase in demand.
A custom native currency powers the platform. It enables gamers to purchase video game
assets, pay for in-game activities, claim rewards, earn staking bonuses, and join the Council of
Gamers.
The USD value of goods in the game will be displayed, but they will be paid in $ATI. This will
allow gamers to focus on the game rather than whether the price of Token is going up or down.
$ATI is a BEP20 cryptocurrency that may be freely exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain,
much like BNB. BEP-20 represents a token standard on Binance Smart Chain.
AUTOMISH platform's native currency or $ATI token functions as both a gaming
platform currency and a stand-alone store of value for players and investors. We were able
to reduce transaction costs by utilizing Native Coin in-game transactions, which kept them
as low as feasible.

Tokenomics
Token details

Token Name

Symbol

Standard

Proposed
Blockchain

Supply

ATI

$ATI

BSC

Binance
Chain

1 Billion

Smart

$ATI Tokens Utility
Because of NFT technology, we can generate and store unique characters as NFT tokens. Each
character has its own set of features.
When cryptocurrencies were not yet dominant, the game is set in the past. It also has its own
cryptocurrency, $ATI, that may be used in all transactions on the game.
All of the game's assets are priced in a set currency, usually fiat or cryptocurrency. Transactions,
however, are exclusively carried out in $ATI. This ensures that there is enough token supply
and volume throughout the game.
Before the transaction is completed, funds in cryptocurrencies or traditional payment options
such as credit cards, PayPal, and others are immediately and transparently converted to $ATI
(by purchasing them from coin holders).
The $ATI was designed and intended to function as a governance cryptocurrency. It is only
intended to be used as a means of payment in the games. It's crucial to remember that the
token isn't meant to represent security and will never be offered to investors or for investment.
The $ATI Token is a gaming and staking token. As the opportunity to earn rewards increases,
so does the value of the token, increasing its appeal and demand. It's a BEP20-based utility
token with a limited supply of 1 billion generated for use on our platform.
The native token has a variety of uses, including

●

Staking

Users may earn platform cashback by staking. The more tokens a user stakes, the greater his
or her rewards are.
●

In-game currency

Users may purchase assets from our games and create tournaments with them using their $ATI
tokens.
Full automatization
At the end of each stage in the game, a payment is made to the player. Because the payout
mechanism is fully automated at the platform, there is no room for fraud or manipulation. It's
based on well-defined algorithms that guarantee there will be no issues.

Monetization
We'll be able to attract more consumers and revenue by allowing everyone interested in
crypto to participate in our future projects and airdrops. The company model can be
monetized in a variety of ways. The Gaming platform will be frequently reduced, allowing
customers to acquire assets such as armours, steel helmets, guards, swords, spears, and other
items.
Users can employ $ATI to pay for goods and services on the site. This is further boosted by the
platform's user-to-user transactions, which result in increased transactions and earnings. We
would be paid a commission on all transactions conducted through the platform.
Every quarter or month, ATI will produce a new project from the system. This will result
in ever-increasing interest, investors, and users for us as a company.

Future Outlook
ATI Marketing
We'll be partnering with celebrities, activists, and other community activities on a regular
basis, increasing our exposure and attracting investment. The marketing team are
constantly ready for the live-streaming at any time to get new investors on board.
DApp
We are currently working on a website (https://automish.io) revamp, new marketing
materials and videos of the DApp which will be released soon. We aim to create an easy user
interface that anyone can use, with no unnecessary information overload.

We hope that the user-friendliness of our platform makes it accessible to everyone who is
interested in securing their wallet or sending currency across borders seamlessly without
incurring high fees.
Our objective is to build a decentralized system that allows users to completely control and
monitor their entire experience through blockchain smart contracts technology.
We'll also use the network to power our games, so there will be no third parties involved in any
aspect of our projects — neither technical nor financial ones — thus no one will be able to
tamper with results or impede transactions without control over private keys or funds
themselves.
***

